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Q1) Consider the following chemical synthesis: 

a + b + R  M 

R + d + e   N 

c + f  R 

g + h  M 

i + j  N 

Write a complete prolog program to find the best chemical synthesis according to the cost or time of 

synthesis that took to complete. 

Note: suppose the cost and time for each synthesis and raw material as you need.      (10 marks) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Q2) Consider the following production rules:          (10 marks) 

     If  C1  or  C2  then   C4  (rev) 

     If  not  (C3)  then  C4  (nrev) 

     If  not (e1)  and  e2  then  C1 (nrev) 

     If  e3  and  e4  then C2  (rev) 

     If  e5  then  C3   (rev) 

e1= 0.6    e2= 0.4    e3= -0.3    e4= 0.7    e5= 0.8 and the value of all implications (imp) is 0.5. 

1. Calculate the certainty factor for the node C4. 

2. Show the contents of WHY stack when the system asks the user about the certainty of node e1. 

3. Describe the HOW explanation when the user asks H C2. What is the system response?  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Q3) the student advisor system needs some requirements to achieve its performance, such as given 

now, required, elective, passed and waived subjects in addition to the immediate pre-request 

subjects, suppose that the course consists of six subjects (4 required and 2 elective), write a prolog 

program to perform the student advisor system.           (10 marks) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Q4) Consider the following production rules, then perform the following tasks: 

if  m  and    n then  A 

if  r  and    i then  B 

if  A  and    B then  Y 

if  not(D) and    E then  H 

if  F  and    G then  L 

1. Describe the working memory contents via stack-based approach to goal reduction in goal driven 

(backward) strategies. 

2. Draw the and-or graph to search for the goal.      (10 marks) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Q5) Controlling the reasoning strategy is considered one of the most used classification system as an 

expert system, write a prolog program to classify the branches of computer sciences department 

through main properties that distinguish each branch from others.         (10 marks) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Q6) Choose two items from the following to answer:           (10 marks 5 for each item) 

1. Through figure, describe the expert system architecture and components. 

2. Design the development cycle of an expert system. 

3. Compare between expert systems and other intelligent systems. 
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